
Newton’s Laws The behavior of our 
Solar System



Isaac Newton (1643 - 1727)

Major achievements:

1. Invented Calculus to solve mathematical problems 
related to motion

2. Discovered the three laws of motion

3. Discovered the universal law of mutual gravitation



Newton’s Laws of Motion #1

1. Law of Inertia – An object 
at rest will remain at rest 
while an object in motion 
will remain in motion at a 
constant speed and in a 
straight line unless acted 
upon an outside force.

Example:  An astronaut floating 
in space will continue to float 
forever in a straight line unless 
some external force affects 
him/her.



Newton’s Laws of Motion (2)

2. F = ma – The motion of an object depends 
on two things;   the amount of force applied to 
the object and the amount of mass the object 
contains.

F = m a     Or     Force = mass x acceleration 



Newton’s Laws of Motion (2)
Newton’s Second Law:  

F = ma  Force = mass x acceleration    Force = “push”

Force is in Newtons (kg x m /s2), mass in kg (kilograms) and acceleration is 
expressed in m/s2.  Acceleration means rate of change of speed.

You push on a 1200 kg car and it accelerates at a rate of 3.4 m/s2.  How hard did 
you push it?

F = ma so…. F = (1200 kg) x (3.4 m/s2)     F = 4080 N

We shoot a toy rocket with a force of 14 Newtons.  It accelerates at 19 m/s2.  
What is its mass?

Examples:



Newton’s Laws of Motion (2)
Newton’s Second Law:  

Weight is a force.  

At the surface of earth the acceleration due to the Earth’s gravity = 9.8 m/s2   
(often written as:  g = 9.8 m/s2)

So: weight (N) = mass (kg) x g

Examples:

A student has a mass of 75 kg.  How much does he weigh in Newtons on Earth?

F = ma so…F = (75 kg) x (9.8 m/s2)     F = 735 N 
 
If on Earth I weigh 600 Newtons, what is my mass in kg?



Newton’s Laws of Motion (3)

3. Action/Reaction - To 
every action, there is an 
equal and opposite 
reaction.



The Universal Law of Gravity

• There is a force of gravity between any 
two objects.  This force is affected by 
the masses of the objects and the 
distances between them.  

F = Force
G = Universal constant of gravity
M = first mass
m = second mass
r = distance between the 
      two objects

F =  G 
Mm

r2



The Universal Law of Gravity

F =  G 
Mm

r2

F = Force (in Newtons)
G = Universal constant of gravity
M = first mass (in kg)
m = second mass (in kg)
r = distance between the 
      two objects (in m)

Determine the force of gravitational attraction between the an 80 kg physics student and a 70 kg 
physics student if the students are on either side of the classroom (10 meters apart).
write what you know:
M = 70 kg,    m = 80 kg,    r = 10 m,     G = 6.673 x 10-11  Nm2/kg2

write the Formula

 

”G” is the universal 
gravitational constant, so 
it is always the same 
number:  
G = 6.673 x 10-11 N m2/kg2

What is the force of gravity between your pencil (.005 kg) and you (70 kg) if your pencil is 
sitting on your desk (0.25 meters apart)?

substitute in the values   F = 3.74 x 10-9 N



The Universal Law of Gravity

What is the force of gravitational attraction between the Earth 
(mass is 5.98 x 1024 kg) and a 70 kg RHS student, if the 
student is at sea level, 6.38 x 106 m from the Earth’s center?

 M =  5.98 x 1024 kg,    m = 70 kg,    r = 6.38 x 106 m

F = 686 N



Understanding Orbital Motion
The universal law of gravity allows us to 
understand orbital motion of planets and 
moons:

• Earth and moon attract each other through gravitation.

Example:

Earth

moon

F
(gravity)

• Since Earth is much more massive 
than the moon, the moon’s effect on 
Earth is small.

• Earth’s gravitational force 
constantly accelerates the moon 
towards Earth.

• This acceleration is constantly 
changing the moon’s direction of 
motion, holding it on an almost circular 
orbit. 


